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Xenophobia, as we all know, exploded like a septic pustule across South Africa earlier this year, with its epicenter 
being in Durban. The worst is over. For now. 
 
But the ramifications still echo in communities, and this is where the likes of Durban Mission Church (DMC) come 
in. Now this is a humble church in Durban’s Point area, and it’s led by Peter Buhendwa, a humble man in whom a 
deep and tangible love for God shines like a beacon. 
 
Peter himself is a foreigner, having come from the DRC in 2008, and now lives just around the corner from DMC 
with his wife, the aptly named Love, and their seven children. In fact, the church was launched in 2009 in 
response to major issues facing French-speaking refugees in Durban, and today it reaches out with the Gospel of 
Jesus Christ to those in need. 
 
“The people in this area live a very stressful life,” says Peter, “and drugs and alcohol are often used to try to forget 
the pain. But they only take away that pain temporarily. If you give your life to Jesus, He will help.” 
 
As part of this, and in light of the xenophobic attacks, DMC has started a trauma healing and stress management 
programme, with the need being great. 
 
“Our main challenge,” as Peter says, “is to get counsellors as we can’t afford the cost of trained counsellors.” 
 
Adds Peter: “We have a few guys who are still in the camp in Chatsworth, and we even have some guys sleeping 
here in the church after they lost out on the places they were staying at.” 
 
Indeed the work DMC does truly brings to mind these lovely words from Matthew 25: 35-36: “For I was hungry 
and you gave me something to eat, I was thirsty and you gave me something to drink, I was a stranger and you 
invited me in, I needed clothes and you clothed me, I was sick and you looked after me, I was in prison and you 
came to visit me.” 
 
This verse also applies to the work CityHope Disaster Relief has done in the wake of the crisis. 
 
As Rob Taylor, who heads up the organisation’s operations, notes, “Although CHDR supplies 100 percent of the 
goods, we collaborate with other churches and organisations in the distribution of food, blankets and sanitary 
products to the most vulnerable during disaster situations, and this is certainly the case during the xenophobia 
crisis.” 
 
At the Chatsworth refugee camp, for instance, CityHope Disaster Relief distributed 200 Hope Kits in just one 
particular day, with these constituting much-needed food, sanitary products and blankets which are imperative 



 

with the onset of winter. Often the smallest gift, such as sweets, are heartily appreciated by those who have lost 
everything. Indeed, one Hope Kit can help sustain an individual for 20 days. 
 
“We’re blind to issues like faith, denomination, colour, and creed,” adds Rob. 
“One of the real struggles during the xenophobia crisis was the loss of identity documents and people battling to 
get passports to be repatriated,” he says. “My experience during the last few months has been that the 
authorities; Ethekweni Municipality, SAPS, Home Affairs, as well as non-profit organizations and the community at 
large, pulled out all the stops in terms of assisting the refugees as far as possible during this dreadful situation. ” 
 
Rob adds that when one enters a refugee camp, at first one just notices the crowd, “but as you hand over those 
Hope Kits, look into the eyes of individuals and minister to them, the crowd fades and you begin to see as Jesus 
sees – men, women, children, hungry for the Saviour’s love.” 
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